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APPLICATION TO VARY THE 2011 HUNTER VALLEY COAL NETWORK ACCESS UNDERTAKING TO PROVIDE FOR THE 

ADOPTION OF THE FINAL INDICATIVE SERVICES AND CHARGES IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 4.18(b) 

RESPONSE TO ACCC 2
nd

 INFORMATION REQUEST DATED 26 MAY 2014 

General Response in relation to ARTC approach to developing Final Indicative Access Charges 

ARTC notes that a number of items in the Information Request relate to identified inconsistences between the Final Indicative Service (FIS) configuration used for the 

purpose of coal chain modelling undertaken by the HVCCC and for the determination of differentiation factors and ultimately the proposed price differentiation in ARTC’s 

application, and the characteristics of similar services used to determine current estimates of Final Indicative Access Charges (FIAC) incorporated in ARTC’s application.  

Specifically, the items are at 3(b), 3(c), 3(d), 3(e) and 3 (f) of the Information Request. 

In addition to the specific responses to these items, ARTC provides the following more general response in relation to the approach ARTC has adopted in determining price 

differentials and FIAC in accordance with Section 4.18 of the HVAU. 

ARTC considers it appropriate and consistent with the intent of Section 4.18 of the HVAU that price differentials developed under that section should be based on reasonably 

efficient utilisation of a Coal Train configuration. 

The specification of the FIS is proposed in terms of wagon number and train length.  It should be noted that users can, and do, seek to operate configurations with Service 

Assumptions that fall within the specification of a particular FIS but may differ slightly in relation to other aspects of the Coal Train configuration.   This results from the use 

of different locomotive and wagon capabilities and technologies as well as different Service Assumptions in relation to loading of wagons.  As a result it is possible for the 

Service Assumptions in relation to contracted Coal Train configurations to result in slight differences in such aspects as GT:NT ratio  and payload whilst still falling within the 

specification of the FIS (wagon number, train length).  Such differences however are unlikely to have a material impact on the consumption of resources relevant to FIS 

pricing differentials such as maintenance, Capacity and Coal Chain Capacity. 

In order to ensure that the FIS/FIAC proposal under Section 4.18 remains tractable, ARTC proposes a single FIAC to apply to contracted configurations that fall within the FIS 

specification despite slight variations in proposed Service Assumptions where the impact on price differentials is likely to be immaterial.  This is consistent with the approach 

to pricing proposed and adopted as part of the Initial Indicative Service development under the HVAU in 2012.   

For each FIS specification, ARTC proposes to determine differentiation factors for maintenance, Capacity and Coal Chain Capacity and ultimately price differentials by using a 

reasonable understanding as to what may be the most efficient set of Service Assumptions for a particular FIS specification.  This would generally result in the highest 
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payload (NT) for a particular FIS specification.  In doing so, the contracting of a Coal Train configuration with alternative ‘less efficient’ Service Assumptions but still within 

the FIS specification (and so at the same FIAC prescribed on the basis of GTK), is likely to result in a lower payload and slightly higher FIAC on a per tonne basis). 

ARTC considers this to be consistent with the intent of Section 4.18. 

ARTC’s application primarily seeks the ACCC’s endorsement of the proposed level of price differentials for the FIS.  Where approved, the basis for the differentials are used 

to determine FIAC, and Charges for non-Indicative Services, for 2015 onwards. 

In order to assist the ACCC and stakeholders come to a view in relation to the price differentials, ARTC has included in its application current estimates of FIAC that may 

apply in 2015 based on best estimates available in relation to volume and cost forecasts for that year.  In its application, ARTC has proposed that FIAC and other pricing 

based on updated forecasts as part of the process prescribed under Section 4.20 of the HVAU will be provided to Access Holders by 1 November 2014.  These FIAC based on 

the proposed price differentials will be incorporated in the variation for ACCC approval, and offered in 2015. 

However, whilst the price differentials determined and proposed for each FIS specification are based on Service Assumptions considered to represent the most efficient Coal 

Train configuration for the FIS specification, ARTC’s modelling of pricing, where estimated for the application or updated in November 2014, needs to reflect the Coal Train 

configurations that are forecast and/or ultimately contracted in 2015.  This is necessary in order to accurately and correctly model such aspects as GTK and train km so that 

non-Segment Specific Costs and Assets can be allocated correctly in accordance with the HVAU and the overall ‘level’ of pricing (as opposed to differentials) can be correctly 

determined. 

Similar, ARTC’s compliance modelling will need to reflect actual GTK and train km. 

As such, under ARTC’s proposed approach, there will be minor variations between the ‘most efficient’ Service Assumptions used to determine price differentials for the FIS 

and non-Indicative Service configurations, and the forecasted ‘contracted’ Service Assumptions in 2015 for the FIS and non-Indicative Service configurations used to estimate 

proposed FIAC currently incorporated  in ARTC’s application.  ARTC considers this to be appropriate and consistent with the intent of Section 4.18 of the HVAU. 

Having said this, and upon review of modelling provided to the ACCC subject to the Information Request, ARTC has determined some corrections and refinements as 

described below, that will result in revised modelling and FIAC estimates being provided to the ACCC as part of this response. Recognising that the FIAC estimates provided 

as part of the application are intended to inform the ACCC and stakeholders during consultation under Section 4.18 of the HVAU and may be refined several times prior to 

November 2014, it is not ARTC’s intention to withdraw its application and re-submit a revised application each time these estimates are updated.  

As a result of the corrections and refinements made, the current estimate of the FIAC is provided in Table 1 below. The supporting modelling is also attached as zip file 

Confidential Attachment 1&2 FIS Financial Modelling.  
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Table 1: Updated FIAC, post Information Request 26 May 2014 

 

 Information Request Item ARTC Response 

   

3a Application of the financial modelling for future determination of access 

charges 

Please confirm whether the financial modelling that the ARTC has provided to the 

ACCC as part of this process will be the same model used by ARTC in its 

determination of the 2015 Indicative Access Charges later in 2014. 

The models provided to the ACCC directly relate to the Price Differentiation and Ceiling Test. For the 

determination of the 2015 IAC, updated cost information as well as volume nominations and train 

configurations will be collated and input to the modelling suite. The methodology used in the two 

models provided to the ACCC will remain the same. 

3b Train Payload 

Please explain the reason for the use of a different train payload in each of the 

attachments of the FIS1 and how this may impact on the proposed access 

charges. 

As per the general response above, the FIS Ceiling test model reflects the contracted service 

configuration parameters in accordance with the 2014 Train Path Schedule (TPS) while the FIAC 

Differentiation model reflects the most efficient configuration parameters. The FIS Ceiling test model 

has been further updated to utilise the most recent understanding of the contracted configuration 

for the PZ3 FIS.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

3c HVCCC modelling and coal chain capacity 

Please explain the reason for proposing final indicative services with train 

payloads that do not align with those modelled by the HVCCC and how the 

specific train payloads for the proposed indicative services were selected. 

The HVCCC modelling is based on a payload and train length approach, which does not take into 

account the number of wagons associated with the service. This theoretical approach calculates the 

coal chain capacity assuming that every service on the network is of the nominated payload/train 

length and is in essence a linear model.  

 

After consultation between ARTC and the stakeholders, it was decided that the characteristics of the 

FIS should reflect the most efficient service (in each zone) possible to be operational in 2015. As a 

result, due to passing loop and arrival road length constraints, a 96 wagon/1543m configuration was 

chosen as the FIS originating in PZ1&2 and an 82 wagon/1330m configuration was chosen as the FIS 

originating in PZ3. 

The payloads for both the FIS were based on the maximum possible coal carrying capacity of current 

Segments
Non-TOP $/gtkm 

(ex GST)

TOP $/gtkm 

(ex GST)

Non-TOP $/gtkm 

(ex GST)

TOP $/gtkm    

(ex GST)

In Pricing Zone 1

Indicative Service 1 1.011 9.487 1.023 9.551

Indicative Service 2 1.020 10.603 1.032 10.675

In Pricing Zone 2

Indicative Service 1 1.693 7.958 1.690 8.011

In Pricing Zone 3

Indicative Service 1 1.592 11.255 1.718 12.660

As Submitted Updated
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wagon types being used by the train operators. The coal chain capacity for these payloads was then 

calculated using a linear interpolation of the HVCCC modelling. 

3d Tare mass and gross mass 

Please explain the reason for the differences between the tare mass and gross 

mass figures used in the financial modelling and the figures outlined in the 

supporting documentation and how this might impact on the proposed access 

charges. 

As per the general response above, the gross mass in the submission document is the maximum 

possible payload possible with the prescribed FIS 96 wagon configuration while the FIS Ceiling Test 

model uses the most likely contracted payload for the FIS. There was an error with the tare mass in 

the FIS Ceiling test model as it had not been updated for the correct locomotive weights. This error 

has been rectified. 

3e GTK:NTK ratio 

Please explain the reason for what appears to be the use of a different GTK:NTK 

ratio calculation for the PZ3 FIS and how this may impact on the proposed access 

charges. 

The formula as described by the ACCC is correct. In the FIS Ceiling Test model, the PZ3 FIS train 

configuration was updated for the correct tare and gross weights but the GTK: NTK ratio was not 

updated.  The GTK: NTK ratio was hard-coded and referred to an older configuration of the 82 wagon 

service. This error has been rectified and to prevent future problems, the GTK: NTK ratio is now 

formula driven in the FIS Ceiling Test model. 

3f Gross tonnes (LD/ETY) 

Please explain the reason for the use of a different gross tonnes calculation for 

the PZ1-2 FIS1 and how this may impact on the proposed access charges. 

As per the general response above, the Differentiation modelling uses the maximum nominal 

payload while the FIS Ceiling Test model uses the contracted payloads. Both models have been 

updated to align with this methodology and the Gross tonnes (LD/ETY) cell in the FIAC Differentiation 

modelling – ‘Pricing Differentiation’ shows the calculation rather than being hard-coded. 

3g Ceiling tests 

Please explain the rationale behind proposing access charges that are expected to 

exceed the relevant ceiling tests based on ARTC’s own forecasts. 

ARTC does not agree that the Ceiling test is being breached in the FIS Ceiling Test model. Currently 

(and expected to be the same in 2015), the majority of PZ1 and all of PZ2 form the ‘Constrained 

Network’ while all of PZ3 is unconstrained. 

 

In accordance with the HVAU, ARTC is not allowed to recover revenue greater than the Ceiling for 

the Constrained Group of Mines utilising the Constrained Network while loss capitalisation applies 

for mines in the unconstrained part of the network. As such, the combination representing the 

Constrained Group of Mines XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

displays that the revenue recovers Full Economic Cost for the Constrained Network.  

 

In accordance with the HVAU, ARTC is permitted to apply coal access pricing for the unconstrained 

part of the network (PZ3) to generate revenue greater than the ‘building blocks’ Ceiling Limit 

(calculated in the FIS Ceiling Test model) but only to the extent that it recoups the capitalised 

economic losses from previous years. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

 

The ACCC has identified 3 combinations as ‘failing’ the Ceiling Test because the FIS Ceiling Test 

model characterises these amounts as amounts in excess of the building block Ceiling Limit rather 

than correctly as permitted recovery of prior year economic losses.  The ‘Çeiling Tests’ is designed to 

undertake testing of revenue for mine combinations against the building blocks Ceiling Limit.  The 

excess revenue generated is purely from the TOP component of the PZ3 traffics and directly 

attributable to the unconstrained network. 

3h Mine-Line section map matrix 

Please explain the reason for the use of different variables in the Mine-Line 

ARTC is aware that the Mine-Line section matrices used in the FIS Ceiling Test model and the Annual 

Compliance modelling have different variables. The variance emanates as during the price setting 
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Section Map matrix and how this may impact on the proposed access charges. process, ARTC is not made aware of the exact terminal within the Port of Newcastle at which each 

service terminates. 

 

During the pricing process, producers provide volume nominations on a mine to port basis to ARTC 

and do not indicate the final terminal destination. Further complications are added due to possible 

terminal capacity trading between producers during the year allowing coal to be sent to different 

terminals. As a result, ARTC uses an historical average proportion to each terminal for the relevant 

traffics and calculates the GTKs based on this proportion split.  This allows ARTC to reasonably 

estimate the GTKs per line segment for a mine to terminal journey. 

 

However, for the Annual Compliance Assessment modelling, ARTC is in possession of data indicating 

the terminal each service travelled to and the mine to terminal split is based on actual GTKs. For all 

calculations in the Annual Compliance modelling, the GTKs are based on a distance excluding 

terminal related Segments with actual GTKs for each terminal related Segment being added 

separately. This methodology allows the Mine-Line section matrix in the model to consist of ‘0’ and 

‘1’ exclusively. 

   

 

 


